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Abstract: Blockchain technology is a game-changing, enhancing security for the supply chain of
smart additive manufacturing. Blockchain enables the tracking and recording of the history of each
transaction in a ledger stored in the cloud that cannot be altered, and when blockchain is combined
with digital signatures, it verifies the identity of the participants with its non-repudiation capabilities.
One of the weaknesses of blockchain is the difficulty of preventing malicious participants from
gaining access to public–private key pairs. Groups of opponents often interact freely with the
network, and this is a security concern when cloud-based methods manage the key pairs. Therefore,
we are proposing end-to-end security schemes by both inserting tamper-resistant devices in
the hardware of the peripheral devices and using ternary cryptography. The tamper-resistant
devices, which are designed with nanomaterials, act as Physical Unclonable Functions to generate
secret cryptographic keys. One-time use public–private key pairs are generated for each
transaction. In addition, the cryptographic scheme incorporates a third logic state to mitigate
man-in-the-middle attacks. The generation of these public–private key pairs is compatible with post
quantum cryptography. The third scheme we are proposing is the use of noise injection techniques
used with high-performance computing to increase the security of the system. We present prototypes
to demonstrate the feasibility of these schemes and to quantify the relevant parameters. We conclude
by presenting the value of blockchains to secure the logistics of additive manufacturing operations.

Keywords: blockchain; digital signatures; key distribution; additive manufacturing; ternary
cryptography; physical unclonable functions; high-performance computing

1. Introduction and Objectives

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to enhance the level of security of “Additive
Manufacturing”, which we define as the set of manufacturing operations that add value to a product
through a distributed production process that relies on a network of subcontractors and suppliers
interacting through the cloud and open internet communications. Mainstream manufacturing
operations are increasingly specialized and have to learn how to efficiently incorporate Additive
Manufacturing operations. Some of the inherent problems associated with Additive Manufacturing
operations are growing in importance due to the difficulty of controlling the performance of the
subcontractors and suppliers and the exposure to well-organized cyber criminals. Examples of
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threats include defective parts, discontinuation of supply, counterfeits, hardware and software
Trojans, loss of intellectual property, and abuse of confidential information. Blockchain technology
can secure smart manufacturing through non-alterable ledgers and non-repudiable transactions.
Blockchain technology is based on one-way cryptographic functions such as hash functions, which are
considered extremely safe. One of the weakest links of the technology is the distribution, storage, and use
of the public–private key pairs. For example, private keys can be stolen through side channel analysis
during the digital signature generation. Illegitimate users that have access to stolen cryptographic keys
can participate in and thus damage the integrity of Additive Manufacturing operations. An additional
worry is the long-term weakness of the mathematical algorithms behind digital signatures, such as
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). The threats are coming from the rapid progress in the fabrication of
quantum computers, which will eventually be powerful enough to break some mathematical algorithms.
For this reason, several governments are already banning the use of asymmetrical cryptographic
algorithms such as ECC.605. The objective of the work presented in this paper is to mitigate these
security limitations by adding an end-to-end cryptographic system utilizing both hardware and
software that also uses elements of ternary computing, and a hardware network of Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUFs) inserted in distributed client devices. The research question at the core of this
paper is to demonstrate that it is possible to generate a new public key for each transaction with
acceptable latencies. Therefore, the leakage of the keys is less critical considering that the same key
is never used twice. We propose a migration path to replace ECC by Post Quantum Cryptographic
(PQC) methods, while continuing to generate private keys with random streams extracted directly
from the PUFs.

At the server level, the algorithms are based on ternary cryptographic schemes in which the third
state includes both unstable cells and randomly selected states to confuse the opponents. We use
mainstream “binary hardware” to be able to use off-the-shelf systems. Ternary computing with binary
infrastructure can be valuable for cryptography [1]. The third state of ternary logic is especially
important in our cryptographic protocol and offers additional layers of security and increases the level
of entropy, i.e., randomness. This scheme exploits the fuzzy (unstable) cells of PUFs, allows additional
noise injection into the cryptographic keys, and also enables the random masking of stable cells.
For the opponent, the added complexity needed to handle this third state is high in terms of memory
sizes and latencies and will offer a significant barrier against brute force attacks trying to uncover
unknown ternary states. Servers with High-Performance Computing (HPC) can protect networks
of client devices using only small microcontrollers [2]. The software used in this work for “ternary
cryptography” is the following:

(i) The Ternary Addressable Public Key Infrastructure protocol (TAPKI) [3];
(ii) The Response-Based Cryptographic method (RBC) [2];
(iii) SHA-256 hash functions; and
(iv) EC-DSA for digital signatures.

At the client level, the objective is to minimize complexity in the following ways:

(i) The software is purely binary,
(ii) The PUFs are read only once at each handshake to generate key pairs from responses, no error

correcting schemes are needed, and
(iii) The cryptography selected, written in C, is mainstream for low-cost embedded secure

microcontrollers. As part of the anticipated optimization of this work, the cryptography used
by the client devices (hash functions, public key generation, digital signature) will be directly
executable in hardware with low-cost cryptoprocessors.

In future work, we are considering designing hardware handling native ternary logic to reduce
both memory sizes and latencies. The instruction set of a native ternary computer is not universal and
can be changed on demand as part of the ternary cryptographic protocol.
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This multi-faceted paper serves as a pathfinder for securing smart manufacturing using blockchain
technology, with the following contributions

• [Section 3] We describe the motivation for an architecture that secures additive manufacturing.
To obviate the security risks of client devices using a single private key, we employ Ternary
Addressable Public Key Infrastructure (TAPKI) that generates public/private key pairs using a
PUF each time a client authenticates a blockchain transaction with a secure server. The migration
of the mathematical algorithm of the digital signatures from ECC to PQC is presented, while the
PUFs are still used to generate the private keys.

• [Section 4] To authenticate a client device, the server must perform a search over the key space using
the initial response recorded from each client’s PUF. To implement this system, we describe several
technical challenges that need to be addressed. This culminates in an end-to-end exploratory
prototype using two client devices equipped with Static Random Access Memory (SRAM)-based
PUFs using a server for authentication. We examine important parameters in the protocol,
such as tolerable latencies and error rates. This prototype demonstrates the practicality of the
proposed architecture; we can secure blockchain using off-the-shelf-components. To the best of
our knowledge, no other protocols have been published that generate public–private key pairs on
demand from PUFs to secure the Digital Signature Algorithms (DSA) of blockchain technology.

• [Section 5] Using the exploratory prototype described above, we outline potential security weaknesses that should be addressed in future end-to-end implementations. We describe several solutions to these potential security weaknesses.
• [Section 6] The server must authenticate the client’s public–private key pairs each time the

client wishes to update the blockchain. This requires an extensive search over the key space
to correct the errors in the key generated by a client’s PUF. We prototyped a response-based
cryptography scheme using ECC that leverages high-performance computing resources. The
proposed massively parallel search enables low-latency authentications.

• [Sections 7 and 8] We conclude the paper. This pathfinding work outlines several substantial
future projects that in aggregate will enable a robust ecosystem of technologies that secure the
DSA for blockchain for additive manufacturing.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we describe relevant background information and define the blockchain technology,
additive manufacturing, and Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs).

2.1. Blockchain Technology

In 2008, the paper published under the name Satoshi Nakamoto “Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic
cash system” [4] created a revolution for the financial world. Two relatively mature technologies,
the hash functions with Merkle trees and Digital Signature Algorithms (DSA) [5–12] were successfully
integrated in the architecture to track all transactions in a virtual public leger that is non-alterable and
non-repudiable. The innovation behind Bitcoin included a trust management scheme using aspects of
game theory that allowed the generation, i.e., mining, of additional cryptocurrencies. The “peer-to-peer”
aspect of the scheme can be controversial for some, due to its inability to prevent suspicious users from
participating. However, many believe that the blockchain technology also has the potential to evolve
and gain as much importance as the existing internet technology.

Blockchain technology with a hashing function such as the Standard Hash Algorithm (SHA) SHA-2
can protect the data flow needed to track transactions for applications such as (see Figure 1) personal
information, finance, transportation, logistic, and smart manufacturing. The digital signature used to
secure bitcoins is based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [13,14] and has low power capabilities,
which is desirable for the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. The underlying assumption is that
the entire infrastructure of IoT is homogeneous, with each node being protected by a cryptoprocessor
handling the hashing and having a secure non-volatile memory to store the cryptographic keys.
The DSA can be based on, but not limited to, an extended finite field ECC (also called Galois
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Fields ECC: GF-ECC), which operates at lower power than the older finite field ECC, and Rivest
Shamir Adelman (RSA) [15]. Malicious side channel attacks, and the physical hijacking of IoT nodes,
can expose the private keys, thereby compromising the security of the infrastructure. The distribution
of public–private key pairs in such an environment can be risky. Without the reliable protection of
private keys, the DSA of the blockchain is vulnerable, and the technology loses its security value.
ECC is also not quantum computing-resistant [16] and should be replaced by alternate DSA methods
such as the ones offered by hash-based, lattice, code, and multivariate cryptography [17–19].
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2.2. Additive Manufacturing

Manufacturing operations are outsourcing an increasingly large proportion of the supply chain
through networks of interconnected multi-echelon subcontractors that interact remotely with the
worldwide web [20–23]. The risks of cyberattacks are rapidly accelerating, including the emergence of
counterfeit products, poor quality elements of unknown sources, and the insertion of hardware Trojans,
malwares, worms, and viruses in electronic components. The traditional centralized mechanism cannot
control the full supply chain due to conflicting interests with certain suppliers, and the vulnerability of
heterogeneous Information Technology Systems (ITS) to malicious entities.

Blockchain technology with DSA brings transparency [24–26], with traceable, non-alterable, and
non-repudiable transactions, and decentralized governance in support of multiple layers of suppliers
and subcontractors. In order to avoid unwelcomed suppliers, the management of the public keys of the
DSA can be tracked by Certificate Authorities (CA) that are trusted by the manufacturing entity [27],
as shown in Figure 2. The list of the valid public keys is available in the cloud. Therefore, all trusted
suppliers and subcontractors can share and directly verify the transactions transmitted by their peers.
The DSA by the suppliers follows the following steps: hash the transaction, signature with private key,
and post the information in the cloud. The tracking can incorporate information that is required by the
manufacturing operation such as origin, quantity, quality, proof of sustainability [28,29], intellectual
property [30], copyrights [31], and a list of subcontractors. It has been suggested that the blockchain
technology can also track the identification of the purchased parts with RFIDs and tokens [32]. The use
of blockchain to secure traditional manufacturing that actually manufactures all of their product is off

topic in this paper. The readers interested in securing integrated circuit manufacturing are invited to
read the summary paper presented by Guin and DiMase [33].
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2.3. Ternary Physical Unclonable Functions

PUF technology exploits the variations created during fabrication to differentiate each device
from all other devices, acting as a hardware “fingerprint” [34–36]. Solutions based on PUFs embedded
in the hardware of each supplier node can mitigate the risk of an opponent reading the keys
stored in non-volatile memory. Instead, the keys for the DSA of the blockchains are generated on
demand. Authentication protocols based on PUFs, embedded in each IoT node, are effective with (1)
intra-PUF stability, (2) inter-PUF randomness, and (3) small enough drifts of the PUF characteristics
over time. Memory structures with nanotechnology [37], SRAM [38], DRAM [39], non-volatile
memories and Flash [40,41], ReRAM [42], and MRAM [43] are suitable to generate strong PUFs. In the
protocols selected in this work, the initial readings of the PUFs, also called the “initial responses”, are
the result of computations and statistical analysis to sort out the cells that are solidly identified as a
logical “0” or “1” and the unstable fuzzy cells that are identified with an additional third state “X”.
During the enrollment cycle of PUFs, the three potential states (0,1,X) of the PUF’s cells are stored in
look-up tables in secure servers; enrollment has to be done only once in a secure environment. The PUF
“responses” refer to the data generated during the life of the client devices. The client devices operate
with protocols that are as simple as possible; this includes the use of binary states (0,1), not ternary,
and low-complexity read cycles. During authentication cycles in which the PUFs are “challenged”,
the “initial responses”, which are stored in the server, are compared with the “responses” read from
the client device. This results in matching “Challenge–Response Pairs” (CRP) when the “responses”
are the same than the “initial responses”.

The PUFs can age, and they are subject to environmental drift, electromagnetic interference,
and aging. When the CRP error rates are below 10%, the false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance
rate (FAR) are usually acceptable, and the PUFs can be used as part of authentication protocols to
protect cyber physical systems. The use of PUFs to generate cryptographic keys from the responses,
a focus of this work, is more challenging than generating responses for authentication. A single-bit
mismatch in a cryptographic key is not acceptable for most encryption protocols. Therefore, the use of
error correcting methods [44], helper data [45–47], and fuzzy extractors [48,49] is needed to achieve the
zero error level required. Error correcting schemes burden client devices, as they consume additional
computing power to run fuzzy extraction and error correcting codes. Such error correcting protocols
also increase the vulnerability to differential power analysis that leak information to opponents.
With ternary PUFs [1,50], when the fuzzy “X” states are blanked, CRP error rates are typically reduced
by two orders of magnitudes to the 10−3 range, which greatly simplifies the entire error correcting
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protocol. Conversely, when the “X” values are selected, CRP error rates are higher, which can be used
as a feature when HPC is used to handle the erratic keys as presented below.

3. Description of the Architecture that Enhances the Security of Additive Manufacturing

3.1. Overview

The blockchain architecture presented in Section 2.2 has the potential to enhance the security of
Additive Manufacturing; however, it is vulnerable when the public–private key pairs of suppliers are
compromised. As shown in Table 1, the security of blockchains requires several technologies [51–53].

• The first layer of blockchain technology security is from hash pointers and Merkle trees that
generate non-alterable public ledgers. As existing hash algorithms such as SHA-2 and SHA-3 are
considered safe, no further improvements are suggested.

• The second layer of Table 1, digital signatures and the storing and handling of the public–private
key pairs can become a major liability for Additive Manufacturing. The prime objective of the
work presented in this paper is to enhance security in this area.

• The third layer of security shown in Table 1 is based on trust mechanisms relying on peer-based
groups and is a vibrant field of research [54–60]. For example, Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
registers transactions in multiple locations simultaneously without a central administration or
certificate authority. Such transactions are fast and could be less vulnerable to certain cyberattacks.
Different DLTs are available such as Ethereum, International Occultation Timing Association
(IOTA), and others. However, the manufacturing of strategic assets such as weapons, planes,
and satellites cannot rely solely on peer-based trust mechanisms. The prototype developed to
generate key pairs to secure the digital signatures does require a strong certificate authority. This
does not preclude the use of DLT in combination of the proposed architecture to expand its
capabilities; the development of such combination is outside the scope of the paper.

Table 1. Layers of security offered by the blockchain technology.

1- Hash Pointers and Merkel Trees→ blockchains
Chain of messages with non-alterable public ledgers

2- Digital signatures with public/private key pairs
Identification of the users and non-repudiation

3- Trust mechanisms
Majority rules against small participants
Maximize revenues by following the rules

The architecture shown in Figure 3 includes the following protections:

• Ternary Addressable Public Key Infrastructure (TAPKI) for the generation of private keys from
the PUF. During enrollment, the image of the PUF and the initial responses are stored in a look-up
table of the CA. New keys are generated for each transaction by the TAPKI.

• The generation of public key pairs and a path toward post quantum cryptography;
• Response-Based Cryptographic (RBC) scheme to verify that the public keys generated from the

private keys and the TAPKI are valid with acceptable error rates;
• A cryptographic scheme that uses noise injection in the PUF and HPC to mitigate attacks from

opponents that do not have access to similar computing power.
• RBC verifies the validity of the public keys and posts them in a public ledger.
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3.2. Ternary Addressable Public Key Infrastructure (TAPKI)

The term Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) has been used to describe an environment where each
communicating party is equipped with two keys: the private key that is secret and the public key that
is openly available. With asymmetrical cryptographic schemes, the messages are encrypted with one
of the two keys and decrypted with the second key. In the case of the DSA for blockchains, the author
of a blockchain encrypts the signature with the private key in such a way that anyone can verify the
signature with the public key. These private keys can be stolen by various methods including during
the generation, distribution, and storage of the keys, as well as during encryption/decryption cycles.
The objective of the TAPKI [4], see Figure 4, is to provide additional security to PKI by generating a new
private key for each blockchain transaction from distributed ternary PUFs. To sign a new blockchain,
the server transmits the information needed by the supplier to generate a new private key from the
Ternary PUF. The information is shared with a communication channel that is assumed to be insecure.
The random number T generated at each transaction by the TAPKI concurrently feeds two hashing
elements at the server and the supplier levels. The number T is concatenated with the password PW
and additional multifactor schemes to generate the message digest Ai. The message digest is turned
into a particular address {Xi, Yj} of the PUF array; see Figure 4. For example, if the PUF array contains
1024 × 1024 cells for a one mega-bit of memory, 10 digits of the message digest are used for Xi and 10
digits are used for Yi.

Only the server with the appropriate look-up table and the client device with its PUF can
independently generate the same private key for the TAPKI protocol; a third party without the same
look-up table cannot find the same address {Xi, Yj}. At this address, the server extracts a ternary stream
Ci from the initial responses stored in the look-up table, and the supplier reads a binary stream Ci’ from
the PUF. Both streams should be similar, with some errors present in Ci’ due to the natural physical
variations of the PUF. The server generates a mask Mi to blank the ternary cells and then generates a
key K that contains only the solid cells with “0”s and “1”s. The mask is XORed with the message digest
Ai to generate the stream S, which is communicated to the supplier as part of the handshake. This
XOR operation encrypts the mask Mi; this encryption method is also called a one-time pad because
both the mask and the message digest are only used once during each handshake. The knowledge of S
will not disclose either Mi or Ai. The supplier can again XOR the stream S with the message digest
Ai to recover the mask. Both the server with the look-up table and the client device with the PUF
will explore the same portion of the array with Ai and mask the same cells with Mi to independently
generate the keys K (server) and K’, which are similar when the error rates are low.
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Figure 5 shows an example of the sequential scheme used to generate a new public key k4j for the
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does not include the protection of the mask with the XOR presented in Figure 4. The fuzzy cells of the
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3.3. Generation of the Public Keys—PQC Considerations

The DSA protecting blockchains uses the private keys, which are natural numbers,
typically 256 bits long, while the verification algorithms use the public keys. With ECC, the public
keys are computed by multiplying the primitive element of the cyclic group by the private keys.
The reverse computation, finding private keys from public keys, requires enormous processing power;
this protects the encryption method. In the proposed protocol, TAPKI is acting as a key exchange
mechanism for the private keys using the ternary PUFs, while the public keys are generated by
an asymmetrical cryptographic scheme such as ECC. TAPKI is a generic method; we employ ECC
for evaluation purposes to design the prototype described in Section 4 and to validate the overall
architecture. With ECC, a single bit mismatch between the private key K’ generated from the PUF
and the private key K generated from the look-up table will result in entirely different public keys.
The RBC scheme mitigates this problem (described in Section 3.4). The natural mismatch of the private
keys K’ and K is considered a feature in this work (see Section 3.5), which is leveraged to enhance the
security of the network of suppliers for Smart Manufacturing.

It is now anticipated that Quantum Computers (QC) will be able to break ECC when the technology
to design enough quantum nodes becomes available. N. Koblitz and A. J. Menezes in their paper “A
Riddle Wrapped in an Enigma” suggested that the ban of ECC by the National Security Agency is
unavoidable, the risk of QC being only one element of the problem [61]. Plans to replace ECC by
PQC schemes have been developed for the DSA using blockchain technology, even if the timeline for
the availability of powerful QC is highly speculative [62–65]. The efforts required to implement the
blockchain technology for Smart Manufacturing is such that a plan to prepare the migration to PQC-DSA
is needed, even if non-PQC schemes are used at first. The project driven by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has pre-selected nine potential PQC-DSA candidates during the
round 2 phase of the program [66]: SPHINCS and PICNIC with hash-based cryptography [67–71];
CRYSTALS, FALCON, and qTESLA with lattice cryptography [67,72–74]; and GeMSS, LUOV, MQDSS,
and Rainbow with multivariate cryptography [75–78]. The software developed for in this work for
blockchain, in particular TAPKI and RBC, should be applicable to these PQC-DSA schemes to replace
Elliptic Curve DSA (EC-DSA). Therefore, we analyzed the possibility to generate the private keys from
ternary PUFs for PQC-DSA schemes and then to generate the public keys from these private keys to
sign and verify messages. NIST has encouraged all candidates for the PQC program to post online the
codes and supporting documentation. The summary of our analysis is presented below.

3.3.1. Hash-Based PQC-DSA (SPHINCS, PICNIC)

The PQC-DSA algorithm SPHINCS+ relies on well-known hash-based signature schemes, such as
Winternitz One Time Signature (WOTS), Forest of Random Subsets (FORS), and a set of Merkle trees
called hyper-trees [67]. The size of these hyper-trees is such that an almost infinite number of signatures
can be generated with the same tree. The sizes of the keys are relatively small (256 to 512 bits); however,
architectures such as hyper-trees need multiple layers of keys, which could be heavy to manage.
PICNIC uses zero-knowledge algorithms [68]. The disadvantage of hash-based cryptography is the
high latencies to sign and verify; due to the need to perform large quantities of hashing, the size of the
signatures could be quite large. The use of TAPKI and PUFs to generate the key pairs for PQC hash
algorithms is also challenging because even small levels of defectivity in the PUFs can be prohibitive.
One way to simplify the scheme is to use the TAPKI and PUF to generate the seeds needed in the
hash-based PQC, rather than generating the private keys from the PUFs. The seeds are much smaller
than the resulting private keys. Therefore, we propose the following protocol: use the PUFs to get
the random numbers needed to generate the seeds; then, generate the private keys from the seeds,
and finally, generate the public keys from the private keys with PQC algorithms rather than ECC.
The authors successfully tested such protocol with SPHINCS and SRAM PUFs, using the C-codes
available online. The preliminary results were encouraging in terms of latencies, and we intend to
publish the final results at a later date after comprehensive characterization.
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At the client/supplier device side, the latencies can be reduced with hardware implementation of
the hashing functions. At the server level, which can have access to parallel computing architectures
and graphic processor units, the latencies can be mitigated to an acceptable level.

3.3.2. Lattice-Based PQC-DSA (CRYSTAL, qTESLA, and FALCON)

Lattice-based algorithms exploit hardness to resolve problems such as the Closest Vector Problem
(CVP) and Learning With Error (LWE) algorithms and share some similarities with the knapsack
cryptographic problem.

• The public–private key pair generation of CRYSTAL is based on polynomial computation in a
lattice ring [68]. During key generation, a matrix A is generated with random numbers, and the
two vectors s1 and s2 are generated with relatively small numbers. With these elements, the vector
t is computed as t = As1 + s2; both A and t become the public key, while s1 and s2 become
the private key. One method to implement CRYSTAL with the TAPKI protocol is to have the
handshake pointing at three set of addresses in the PUF to generate A, s1, and s2, then compute
t. The DSAs are signed using the private keys and verified using the public keys. An alternate
method to implement CRYSTAL is to use the handshake to send A and the addresses to find s1

and s2, and then compute t. This second method is not as secure, but it does not have to mitigate
potential errors due to the PUFs in the generation of matrix A.

• The key generation of qTESLA, which is also based on polynomial computation in a lattice ring,
uses a seeda to generate the matrix A, seeds to generate the vector s and seede1,..., ek for the vector
of error. The vector t is computed from A, s, and the vector of error [73]. An additional seedy

is needed at each signature cycle to generate a vector y that signs the next message. In the
preliminary implementation, we generated a pre-seed from the SRAM-based PUF, which we
used to generate the seeds seeda, seeds, and seede1,..., ek , thereby generating the private–public key
pairs. The preliminary results were also encouraging in terms of latencies, comparable to EC-DSA,
and we intend to publish the final results at a later date after characterization.

• FALCON, which uses NTRU (Nth degree of TRUncated polynomial ring) arithmetic [72], is based
on methods to generate public–private key pairs that can be implemented with TAPKI schemes.
The PUFs can replace random number generators to find private keys; however, the resulting
polynomial elements are not always usable, as they are subject to some pre-conditions. The server
will need to try several possible TAPKI handshakes and select the ones giving acceptable
private keys. The generation of the public keys from the private keys is based on inverse
modulo computation.

3.3.3. Multivariate PQC-DSA (GeMSS, LUOV, MQDSS, and Rainbow)

The private keys for multivariate-based PQC-DSA algorithms are generated with numbers
forming invertible matrix and polynomials. The TAPKI and ternary PUFs can replace the random
number generators. The public keys are derived from the private keys; the signature of the DSA uses
the private keys; and the verification uses the public keys. These multivariate methods have been
known for a long time, and the size of their signature can be small. However, it is still unknown if the
performance and size of the public keys will be competitive with other methods.

The list of recommended PQC-DSA should be reduced by NIST in the next two years, and the
final recommendations are expected to be announced in the 2023–2025 window. TAPKI will be easier
to implement with PQC-DSA algorithms based on relatively small key pairs; we anticipate that NIST
will select DSA algorithms with small keys. The framework presented in this paper is using EC-DSA as
a transitional technology toward PQC-DSA, using PUFs as sources of random number generators for
the various seeds needed for PQC. Once NIST finalizes DSAs, we will implement the TAPKI protocol
with one of these approved algorithms.
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3.4. Response-Based Cryptography for Public Key Verification

In the scheme described in Figure 4, the secret key K’ generated by the client device with TAPKI
is slightly different from the key K generated by the server due to the errors caused by the drift of
the physical parameters of the PUF. RBC is the important scheme needed to validate the public key
PK’ used in the DSA scheme of the blockchain [2]. RBC is a search engine that finds the uncorrected
responses of the PUF, i.e., the private key K’. As shown in Figure 6, the starting point of the search is
the reference key K stored in the look-up table of the server.
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The objective of the search is to find K’ that is a stream with “a” errors; i.e., the Hamming distance
between both streams is “a”. The search algorithm is an iterative process:

• Step 0: A public key PK is generated from K and compared with PK’, which is known. If they are
equal, the search stops;

• Step 1: All keys at a Hamming distance of one from K are generated with their associated public
keys. If one public key matches PK’, the search stops;

• Step a: All keys at a Hamming distance of “a” from K are generated with their associated public
keys. If one public key matches PK’, the search stops;

• Step a+1: When the RBC search is positive, PK’ is posted in the public ledger as valid.

The RBC method is effective when the error rate is sufficiently low. If the error rates are high,
the latencies are prohibitive. For example, with 256-bit keys, RBC can find keys having 3 to 4 errors,
which correspond to an error rate of 1.5%. Ternary PUFs characterized in the experimental section have
error rates below 0.1%, which is well within the search capabilities of the RBC scheme. Conversely, the
typical error rates of the PUFs without ternary states and the blanking of fuzzy states are in the 5% to
10% range. The average latency A(λ,N) of the RBC search for N-bit long PUFs with an average number
of erratic bits λ is given by:

A(λ,N) = τo

∑X=N
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Pλ(X)[
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• Pλ(X) is the probability of having X erratic bits in the N-bit long keys, with λ erratic bits;
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• τo is the average latency to generate a public key from a private key and to compare it to PK’;
• L is the integer number greater than λ: L-1< λ ≤ L (the approximation is correct when λ is large).

The use of PQC-DSA schemes with slower key pair generation could result in high latencies with
lower efficiencies of the RBC search, which could be a limiting factor of the scheme. In order to be able
to use PUFs with higher rate of errors and PQC-DSA with higher latency, we recommend implementing
a scheme with key fragmentation. The general concept behind this operation is summarized in Figure 7.
The keys are fragmented into k segments, and padding is used to keep the resulting sub-keys at
the same length. In the development described in the experimental section, the error-free padding
information is shared as part of the handshake. For a fragmentation by four, we used the 512-bit long
stream S, which is defined in Section 3.2 as Mi⊕Ai. The first 192 bits of S are used to pad the first key,
the next 192 bits are used to pad the second key. The last 128 bits of S are combined with the first 64
bits of S to pad the third key. Finally, the bits 65 to 256 are used to pad the fourth key. Public keys are
generated from the k sub-keys feeding the RBC search engine.
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When k is an integer number dividing N, N/k must be an integer number as well. The average
latency Ak(λ,N) of the RBC search with fragmentation by k is given by:

Ak(λ,N) = k x A(λ/k,N/k) (2)
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• A(λ/k,N/k) is the average latency of the search with N/k bit long keys and λ/k average erratic bits;
• L/k is the integer greater than λ/k: (L/k)-1< λ/k≤ L/k (approximation correct when λ is large);

With fragmentation, the RBC search latencies are greatly reduced. For example, when N = 256,
λ = 16, k = 4 the ratio between the latencies without and with fragmentation is:

A(16,256)/A4(16,256) ≈ 1/4(
256
16

)/(
64
4

) = 1/4(1.0 × 1025)/(6.4 × 105) = 3.9 × 1018. (4)

It is desirable to minimize the fragmentation levels to reduce electronic power at the supplier level.
During the experimental work, based on a 200 MHz MIPS RISC microcontroller, we measured that
one cycle of public key generation with ECC took less than 100 µs; fragmentation by 8 can be done
well within 1 ms. This latency is reduced by two orders of magnitude when the supplier operates
with a commercial 4GHz quad core PC, which is mainstream in Smart Manufacturing. A PQC-DSA
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technology that operates with public key generation that is 100,000 times slower than ECC will be still
acceptable on a PC with latencies around one second.

3.5. Noise Injection and HPC

The validity verification of public keys by the CA is critical for a network of suppliers involved in
Smart Manufacturing. Conversely, the CA could become a target for the opponent. The computing
cluster used in this work has 2500 effective cores, and the error density of the ternary PUFs can be
adjusted from 0.01% to 10% by changing the fuzzy cell masking. As presented above, when the
error rates of the PUFs are approximately lower than 1.0%, the computing power of commercially
available PCs is enough for the RBC search to quickly verify a public key. The concept presented
is noise injection in the PUF to generate highly noisy keys, so that only CAs equipped with HPC
resources can be effective in the public key generation, thereby restricting access to opponents with
inferior computing power. An example of a sequence that was developed based on Equation (3)
is shown in Table 2. The ternary PUF using commercially available SRAMs was set up so that the
challenge–response pair error rates averaged 0.05%. This was done by submitting the SRAMs to 100
repetitive power off–on cycles and only keeping the cells awaking as solid “0” or “1” states. About
20% of the SRAM cells were blanked, and the resulting mapping was stored in the look-up table of
the server. The noise is injected in 256-bit long keys by randomly flipping 36 bits, representing an
approximate 14% error rate. Our models are showing that with a fragmentation by 4, the HPC can
verify a public key in 1.2 s, while the expected latency of the same search with a commercial PC is
approximately 1.4 days. Thereby, if the maximum acceptable time to verify a public key by the CA is
set around 5.0 s, only powerful HPCs can reduce FRR.

Table 2. Example of sequence to protect a network with High-Performance Computing (HPC).

1- Ternary PUF Error rates ≈ 0.05%

2- Noise injection in the PUF 14% in 256-bit long keys

3- Use fragmentation by 4

4- Use HPC for RBC search 2000 cores

5- Average RBC latency with HPC 1.2 s

6- Average RBC latency with PC 1.4 days

7- Maximum acceptable latency 5.0 s

3.5.1. Importance of Eliminating Fuzzy Cells.

The use of ternary PUFs that mask fuzzy cells enhances the stability of the scheme. With ternary
PUF error rates in the 0.05% range and a normal distribution, the natural variations are such that
the probability to have three bad bits or more on 256-bit long key is 3.18 × 10−4, which makes the
minimization of the false rejection rates (FRR) of the HPC search relatively easy. Conversely, a PUF
having 4% error rates will face the natural variations shown in Figure 8, from 2 to 20 errors, which makes
the protocol with HPC described in Table 2 hard to implement. Assuming that the noise injector adds
10% bad bits in a 256-bit long key, the HPC will not be able to find the erratic keys when the PUF errors
are on the high end of the distribution, thereby resulting in FRR. When the errors are at the low end of
the normal distribution, a regular PC is anticipated to be able to find the erratic keys, which defeats
the purpose of the scheme. In summary, the injection of noise to discriminate HPC versus PC is only
effective when the PUFs have low error rates.
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3.5.2. Fragmentation to Widen the Window of Operation

As presented in Section 3.3, key fragmentation allows the use of PUFs with higher error rates.
This fragmentation method can also widen the scheme’s window of operation using noise injection
and HPC; see Figure 9. Without fragmentation, an injection of approximately 1.5% bad bits into 256-bit
long keys differentiates the use of HPC from regular PC. The PCs are not powerful enough for RBC.
However, the addition of few bad bits would increase FRR to non-acceptable levels, even with an
HPC-based search. With key fragmentation by 4, the injection of 7% to 15% bad bits into 256-bit long
keys differentiates the use of HPC from PC. This represents a wide window of operation in which the
FRR of HPC could be set extremely low. The sequence proposed in Table 2 is set at the high end of the
window, i.e., 14%, to prevent the effectiveness of more powerful PCs.
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4. End-to-End Exploratory Prototype

As stated in Section 2, additive manufacturing refers to the decentralized nature of production.
Manufacturing is no longer centralized and relies on multiple subcontractors participating. This change
yields new security vulnerabilities that did not exist in the centralized production model. Hence,
technologies are needed to ensure traceability during production such that malicious actors are unable
to influence the production process. To eliminate risk, each time a supplier adds value to a product
in the production process, the supplier updates the blockchain using a low-powered client device
equipped with a PUF that generates private keys on demand. The transaction is authenticated by a
server that verifies the public–private key pair supplied by the client. Only products that are validated
by each supplier in the production chain are considered secure. Therefore, malicious actors are isolated
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from the production process, and any subcontractors not conforming to the protocol can be easily
detected by tracing the historical information stored in the blockchain.

Using the architecture described in Section 3, we implemented an exploratory end-to-end prototype
that uses off-the-shelf components to enable secure additive manufacturing. The goal of this prototype
is to characterize system performance and explore security vulnerabilities. We begin by outlining the
problem statement below.

Problem statement: Consider the large design space for PUF-based DSA for securing blockchain
technology for additive manufacturing. Such a system requires client devices that can initiate a
transaction with a secure server. The server authenticates client transactions through the response-based
cryptography protocol to validate that the client’s PUF-generated public–private key pair is authentic
based on each client device’s initially recorded response. While there are many technologies that
can be used for each system component, and each variation in system architecture leads to different
security vulnerabilities, we realized one such end-to-end system. By realizing a prototype system,
we can explore security vulnerabilities germane to the selected architecture and its variants. As a
guide for our design decisions, we elected to use exclusively off-the-shelf components. For example,
we used SRAM-based PUF technology that is potentially sensitive to side channel analysis and
key leakage. However, it is an excellent technology in terms of entropy, with relatively low CRP error
rates and stability. In short, we built a system with SRAM-based PUF technology, ECC key exchange,
WiFire microcontrollers and chipkits, a laptop, and tablets.

We summarized the key vulnerabilities found in the prototype and propose solutions to these
problems in Section 5. While we recognize the exploratory nature of this prototype, to our knowledge,
no other systems have been published that secure the DSA for blockchain using PUF-generated
public–private key pairs.

4.1. Description of the Prototype

Commercially available components, such as SRAMs, SHA-512, and ECC have been selected
to validate the protocol securing Smart Manufacturing with blockchains. The ternary PUFs were
designed with SRAM and private key generation using TAPKI schemes. One of the challenges of
this development was the public key-matching algorithm with RBC, which allows the server to
independently recognize the public keys generated by the ternary PUFs of each client device. On the
client device, the objective was to implement the ECC key exchange and the DSA protocol as part of
TAPKI in a microcontroller environment with relatively low computing power. On the server side,
the objective was to implement ECC key exchange as part of the RBC search algorithm, which is
executable on both PCs. One of the complexities of the overall project was to develop a software
stack working in such a heterogeneous computing environment, from low-end microcontrollers to
Windows-based PCs, and to HPC. The designed for this work is summarized in Figure 10.

The WiFire microcontrollers fabricated by Digilent drive the two client devices. The custom
daughter cards handle the SRAM PUFs and the wireless connectivity. The tablet PCs are used to
enter messages and to display the message digests, digital signatures, and public keys. The protocol
developed includes the following steps:

• Step-1: Alice enters the message in the first tablet PC in plain text;
• Step-2: Generation of the private keys with TAPKI and the handshake between the CA (i.e., the PC)

and the microcontroller board;
• Step-3: The microcontroller hashes the message, signs it with the private key, and generates a

public key with ECC. The resulting information is displayed on the screen of the tablet PC;
• Step-4: The same information is transmitted to Bob’s microcontroller board;
• Step-5: Bob’s microcontroller board verifies with the CA that the public key is valid, verifies that

the signature is valid, and displays the information to the screen of the second tablet PC. The RBC
search is performed on the PC with key fragmentations by four to validate the public key.
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The TAPKI handshake is used to concurrently generate keys. The public key generation, DSA,
and verifications are based on ECC. The RBC search validates the public keys. The results of the
transaction are posted on Bob’s tablet PC.

4.2. Design of the Client Devices

To interface commercially available SRAM with the ChipKit WiFire microcontrollers, a custom
daughter card or shield is needed. This is a custom PCB that allows additional hardware components
to be placed on top of the ChipKit microcontroller. Before using the shields, breadboards and jumper
wires were used to connect to the SRAM. The breadboard setup worked slowly and was less reliable.
One of the biggest issues faced was figuring out how to power down the SRAM for responses without
completely powering down the entire microcontroller and project setup. To avoid these issues and
create a smaller, more compact hardware package, the design of a custom PCB was implemented.
With the shield PCB design being the next step in the project, research was done on which components
to use to manage the SRAM’s power and IO. We also needed a way to incorporate wireless hardware
peer-to-peer communication. After much prototyping, 26 analog switches for SRAM I/O management
were used to quickly power off the devices, and two HC-06 Bluetooth modules were used for wireless
communication. For most of the prototyping phase, desktop workstations or laptops were used to
interface with the microcontrollers. The interfacing entailed a simple way to read out diagnostics,
message data, and verifications through a computer terminal. Moving forward using a desktop or even
multiple laptops for a portable demonstration is not ideal, so to make the demonstration more portable,
we moved to Android tablets. We chose Android tablets because we could easily implement through
Android Studio along with using open source apps to assist in data management. The Samsung
10.1 inch Tab A tablet was chosen for this. It meets the power standards for providing power to the
microcontroller and shield components, along with being able to handle serial communication for
interfacing. Figure 11 shows the app layout that displays required diagnostics, verification checks,
and messages. An example of sequence demonstrated in the prototype is shown below:

• Step-1: Message randomly generated by Alice:

� ‘final growth least let carried’
(0x66696e616c2067726f777468206c65617374206c65742063617272696564)

• Step-2: Key generated by the TAPKI and Alice’s WireFire Chipkit:
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# Random number exchanged during the handshake:

� 39b5b15badd904619ea98424a5545e49bd725ffa9d959bcd604d3232a2f471945a69699
4ce9 8a2568b49dfeec698cb001daff100c629fc46090456a292c4b1e7

# Private key:

� e2e4e4dbf34cba3177425cd7df5d21b20ae0c2660316cd396f0608e5e7a1fc7b296893dbbb3
� a369a9839a64063aee6606dfcbedf496a4bdfbdee123cd2a0472

# Public key generated with ECC:

� rKmaCa+4tKMyMiLzYFvfaIULIdemLQBBvPocyMi6iaxRV7NNbyvyR9Wb2sb
TaBoG5ayHIS1sQHFYvtPn1s1gHA==

• Step-3: Computing by Alice’s WiFire Chipkit

# Hashing of the message with SHA512:

� QLShAn/uT7lV+R8B4lMrW2XClETs8/tlzxaPmDAs1hiv1dYSOhxs7JduzUMuZ
zrZpUWBHhjKuW0Gx7skfEAe7g==

# Digital signature of the message digest with the private key and ECC:

� Sno3LD5W5K5uP5qClXj0scEuCH+6bFyCqsT4MQbcwQ4tZF08raCHHMJ51p
dvecBTmTns7ZqGz9/DNsGGupSsgg==

• Step-4: Information transmitted to Bob’s Chipkit: message, message digest, signature, and

# Public key. This information is posted on the screen of both tablets;

• Step-5: Verification by Bob’s WiFire Chipkit:

# The PC verifies the validity of the public key with RBC;
# Bob’s Chipkit hashes Alice’s message with SHA-512 to check the message digest;
# Bob’s Chipkit verifies the validity of the signature with the public key and ECC.
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After the manual entry of plaintext in the first tablet PC having variable lengths, the latencies of the
entire protocol lasted less than one second; the second tablet displays the plain text, its message digest,
and the validation of the DSA within 500 ms. The generation of the 256-bit long public keys from
the private keys with ECC takes 10,000 clock cycles; the generation of the 256-bit long private keys
from the PUF takes 800 clock cycles. For reference, other PKI protocols such as RSA are much slower.
The key pair generation with RSA takes 500,000 clock cycles for 1500-bit long keys, which have the
same cryptographic strength as the 256-bit long keys for ECC. In both cases, ECC or RSA, the latency of
the generation of the private keys from the PUFs is negligible. The CRP error rates of the SRAM-based
PUFs with unstable cell masking were in the sub 10−4 range. No false rejects of the RBC search
were observed over thousands of cycles and several months of repetitive testing. We also tested the
protocol with SRAM PUFs without masking unstable cells, showing CRP error rates in the 5% range.
With fragmentation by 8, we were able to get similar results: latencies around 500 ms and no observable
false rejects. To the best of our knowledge, no other protocols have been published that generate
one-time use public–private keys pairs from PUFs to secure the DSA of blockchain technology with
such latencies and no observable FRR of the keys.

5. Security Considerations of the End-to-End Prototype

In this architecture, the tablets, the communication between the tablets and the WiFire Chipkits,
the wireless communication between the two Chipkits, and the communication from Chipkits to PC are
all assumed to be vulnerable and non-secure. The purpose of the tablets is to display non-secure publicly
available information: messages, message digests, digital signatures, and public keys. This publicly
available information is freely transmitted from the tablet PC to Chipkit, and from Chipkit to Chipkit.
The TAPKI handshake from the PC to the ChipKit is also publicly available information, which is
protected by multifactor authentications of the Chipkit such as passwords, pin codes, biometric prints,
and PUF CRPs. The most vulnerable link of the architecture is the Chipkit and the daughterboard with
the SRAM PUF. Examples of vulnerabilities include:

• Loss of the Chipkits to the opponents, who will directly attack the SRAM PUFs, read the mapping
of the responses, and generate a look-up table, similar to the one stored by the CA, or a clone of
the client device to fool the CA;

• Side channel analysis to extract the private keys during generation from the PUF, or during the
public key generation from the private keys, and during the digital signature cycles also from
the private keys. Examples of side channel analysis include Differential Power Analysis (DPA),
fault injections, and the use of sensing elements of the electromagnetic radiation generated by
the Chipkit;

• Generic software attacks between the client device and the CA such as fake client devices to
generate malicious blockchains from unauthorized users. Then, the users could interface with
fake CA, pretending to be legitimate;

• Neutralization of certain client devices with malware injection, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks,
confusion of the PUF with thermal or Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) attacks;

• Attacks directed at the CA to steal the look-up tables of the PUFs and develop fake CAs handling
the constellation of client devices.

The design of the WiFire Chipkit uses generic components, which are by definition non-secure.
The implementation of the proposed scheme will require a set of improvements such as the following:

• Replacement of the SRAM by tamper-resistant components. When lost to the opponent,
the responses of the SRAM PUFs are relatively easy to extract. Advanced memory devices
such as Resistive RAM and Magnetic RAM can be used to design lower power PUFs, which are
more difficult to break [42,43];

• Use of encryption and protection schemes to generate PUF responses that prevent wide leakages
of the content of the PUF;
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• Design of a custom secure microcontroller chip integrating the PUF, the cryptoprocessor, and an
Reduced Instruction Set Instruction (RISC) processor, with hardware implementation of the
cryptographic protocols. Commercial SIM and banking cards are currently leveraging powerful
secure microcontroller chips with wireless connectivity that could replace the WiFire Chipkit and
interact directly with a tablet or another terminal device. Commercial secure microcontrollers are
equipped with counter measures against side channel analysis, DPA, and physical attacks;

• Implement multifactor authentication of the CA to mitigate man-in-the-middle attacks and the
entry of malicious CAs. The look-up table of the CA, which stores the PUF challenges, and the
initial responses can provide one of these factors.

In an additive manufacturing environment, the entities managing their suppliers usually have
a stringent process to qualify their suppliers. The delivery of a secure microcontroller with a PUF
for each is rather simple from a logistical standpoint. Before delivery, the managing entities will
capture the image of the PUF and store it in a look-up table on their server, which can be handled
in a highly secure environment. The responsibility of the managing entities will be to implement a
process to protect their servers from the opponent and to act as a CA for the constellation of supplier.
The manufacturers of strategic assets usually have access to powerful servers and HPC resources.

6. High-Performance Computing for RBC

6.1. Description of the Schemes Driving the HPC

We implemented the response-based cryptography protocol described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
Our implementation is written in C and is parallelized using Message Passing Interface (MPI) [78]
and Multi-Threaded Programming (Pthreads) [79]. Let KS(a, k) be the total key space, containing
all of the N = 256-bit keys that need to be searched using the starting key K (known by the server),
with a hamming distance of a, using fragmentation k. Since on average, a key will be found halfway
through the search at hamming distance a, the total number of keys searched, with fragmentation k,
is as follows: ∣∣∣KS(a, k)

∣∣∣ = a−1∑
i=0

(
256
k
i

) +
1
2
(

256
k
a

). (5)

Given the total key space, we assign
∣∣∣KS(a, k)

∣∣∣/p keys to search for each MPI process rank,
where there are p physical cores on our platform. Without the loss of generality, we assume that p
evenly divides

∣∣∣KS(a, k)
∣∣∣. When one rank finds the correct key, PK’, the search needs to terminate.

There are several methods that could be employed to terminate the search; however, some methods
lead to unacceptable overhead. We briefly describe our search termination procedure as follows.
Each MPI rank creates two threads (implemented using Pthreads).

One thread performs the search for the correct key, while the other thread performs communication
between ranks. If a rank finds the correct key, then this information is sent to all other process ranks,
and their respective communication threads terminate the search at each rank. To ensure that each
communication thread consumes few computational resources, which would otherwise be used by
the search thread, we use the Iprobe functionality in MPI that performs a non-blocking check for the
message that indicates that the search needs to be terminated. We adjust a parameter that determines
how often we check for this message to reach a trade-off between the message checking overhead and
the number of wasted searches, where wasted searches refer to those searches that are performed after
the key has been found.

6.2. Statistical Analysis with HPC

Our code, which is written in C, has been posted in GitHub; in all experiments, we use 256-bit
keys and average response times over 10 trials: https://github.com/GiantDarth/hamming_validator.
The code is compiled using the O3 compiler optimization flag and is compiled using the GNU compiler

https://github.com/GiantDarth/hamming_validator
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v.6.2.0. As described in Section 3.4, a PUF will have an error rate that follows a distribution. In our
experiments, we select a single Hamming distance that does not vary as a function of distribution
(e.g., the distribution in Figure 8). Since the algorithm response time will be impacted based on when
the key is found within the search space, we elect to fix the key found in the middle of the key space
at Hamming distance a, such that we achieve the average case response time. This average case is
outlined in Section 3.4 and 3.5. All experiments are carried out on the Monsoon cluster at Northern
Arizona University (NAU). In our experiments, we use two dedicated computer nodes. Each node has
2 × 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6132 processors with 2 × 14 = 28 physical cores. All experiments were
performed on 64 physical cores across nodes. Regarding the experimental results, we note the following
caveat: our implementation may contain remaining errors. Therefore, the response times reported
in this section may not be accurate in absolute terms. The experiments in this section are thereby
preliminary and may change in future implementations. We will be conducting a detailed performance
evaluation of RBC for ECC. Despite this caveat, we find that the reported measurements are in general
agreement with the expected latencies derived by the model. Figure 12 plots the measured response
time versus Hamming distance for k = 1, no fragmentation; k = 4; and k = 8.
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In all experiments, we use p = 64 physical cores. Since increasing the Hamming distance
exponentially increases the search space, we plot the response time on a log scale. In Figure 12 left with
k = 1 (no fragmentation), we find that at Hamming distance a = 3–5, and using p = 64 cores, we cannot
find the key in a reasonable amount of time, where only a < 3 is practical for the search. For example, at
a = 5, the key is found in 38,570 s. At the other extreme, Figure 12 right plots k = 8, where the key can
be found within 1.39 s at a = 5. This shows that the use of fragmentation increases the range of practical
Hamming distances, a. Consequently, when implementing RBC in practice, the values of k and a can
be carefully selected based on p to achieve the desired key authentication throughput. Although we
limited p = 64 in this evaluation, our implementation is expected to achieve good scalability on larger
core counts. We model the response time of the search to determine whether the expected performance
is impacted by any of the search parameters. We first measure the constant τo, which is the time
to perform one ECC calculation. Since τo is implementation-dependent, it must be experimentally
derived. We find that τo = 8.417 × 10−6 s on our platform using p = 64 cores. Using the number of keys,∣∣∣KS(a, k)

∣∣∣, as a function of the Hamming distance, a, and fragmentation k, and the value of τo, our
model is simply τo

∣∣∣KS(a, k)
∣∣∣. Figure 12 compares the measured and modeled algorithm response time.

On the smaller workloads (low Hamming distance), we find that the model underestimates the total
response time. This is because there are overheads associated with the implementation that are
amortized on the larger workloads but are not amortized on the smaller workloads. Overall, we find
that our model can capture the performance behavior of the search.
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7. Implementation and Implications for Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing (AM) creates an object by adding layers of material from
three-dimensional data. By comparison, traditional, or subtractive, manufacturing processes are
where the product is created by cutting away material from a larger piece [80]. Due to the numerous
technical and economic advantages, AM is expected to become a dominant manufacturing technology
in both industrial and home settings. The United States (US) National Defense Authorization Act for
the Fiscal Year 2017 US Senate Report “strongly encouraged” the US Department of Defense (DoD) to
more aggressively pursue AM capabilities to improve readiness and enable the Military Services to be
more self-sustainable. The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manufacturing and
Industrial Base Policy is the US DoD AM lead that oversees the implementation of AM and reports to
the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering [81]. The growing penetration of AM
at manufacturers across the world and the dependence of this technology on computerization have
already raised security concerns, some of which have been proven experimentally [81].

The parts themselves have now become new targets for cyber criminals. More specifically,
the parts’ “digital twin”, the digital file that contains the parts’ specifications and manufacturing
instructions, now becomes a vulnerability. This is due to the dependency of the effectiveness of AM
almost entirely on the integrity of digital files to instruct the 3D printing mechanism [82]. To ensure
the integrity and traceability of digital files and assure their secure delivery at each stage in the
supply chain, ranging from the file developer all the way to the end user, more companies are turning
to blockchain. Blockchain functions as a distributed database that maintains a continuously growing
list of ordered records. Blockchain works by storing information, in this case design files, across each
phase of the digital supply chain. The phases would include design, distribution, manufacturing,
and in-field use on any participating nodes. If an additive manufacturing supply chain implemented
blockchain at these transactional node levels, it has the potential to assure that all assets were traceable
and their provenance known. Users would have the capability to see and trace the full lifecycle of
the part.

Having secure blockchain architecture becomes a cornerstone toward securing AM capabilities.
The current weakness of blockchain technology is the protection of the private keys. When stored in
the non-volatile memory or when they are too weak, this becomes a vulnerability. A paper presented
by Independent Security Evaluators (ISE) discovered that funds from weak key addresses are being
pilfered and sent to a destination address belonging to an individual or group that is running active
campaigns. On January 13, 2018, this “blockchainbandit” held a balance of 37,926 ETH valued at
$54,343,407 [83]. The work presented in this paper demonstrates a solution based on PUFs embedded in
the hardware of each supplier node as an effective mitigation to the private key weakness of blockchain
technology. This will increase the reliability and resilience of the AM process.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

The authors recognize that one of the most impressive aspects of the technology behind Bitcoin,
the elimination of a central authority in favor of a peer-to-peer trust mechanism, is not included in the
proposed architecture. We argue that the Smart Manufacturing of strategic assets with networks of
suppliers can benefit from certificate authorities restricting the list of suppliers, monitoring public key
infrastructures, and the validity of the digital signatures. Such a restrictive environment can still benefit
from non-alterable, non-repudiable ledgers, resulting from hash functions and digital signatures.
The prototype developed in this research work demonstrates that commercially available SRAM-based
PUFs with ternary cryptographic schemes can generate highly reliable one-time use public–private
key pairs for the digital signature of each blockchain. We experimentally verified that the latencies
to generate keys, hash the messages, and sign them are in the 500 ms range; the FRR, due to erratic
ternary PUF responses, is extremely low. The commercially available WiFire Chipkits with custom
daughter cards are relatively low power, and it is expected that they can be replaced by custom secure
integrated circuits with complexity similar to mainstream SIM cards. Adding HPC and noise injection
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to the private key generation is going one step further in the direction of establishing strong CAs that
monitor the key distribution to known suppliers. The very preliminary data generated experimentally
by our HPC seem to validate the models proposed to optimize RBC search latencies. For example,
with masked SRAM-based PUFs having low error rates, the injection of about 14% bad bits into 256-bit
long keys, and RBC search using fragmentation by four, our HPC can verify the validity of public keys
within seconds, while regular PCs are not powerful enough to perform such verification. The scheme
is anticipated to increase the cost to break the supplier-based smart manufacturing environment using
the blockchain technology.

The future work envisioned by the authors includes:

• Replacement of the SRAM-based PUF by tamper-resistant components. Two memory
technologies are considered: Resistive RAM and Magnetic RAM. The architecture suggested in
this paper is agnostic on the type of PUF selected, as long as the defect density is low enough.
Note that that the masking methodology proposed is effective to reduce the defect density of the
SRAM PUFs from 5% to 10−5. The effort needed to get similar results with the ReRAMs and the
MRAMs is not under-estimated;

• Replacement of the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature by quantum-resistant DSA. Both hash and
lattice-based cryptographic schemes that are currently under consideration by the NIST-driven
PQC program are excellent candidates. We intend to take an early look at SPHINCS, CRYSTAL,
and qTESLA, which are compatible with PUF-based private key generation. The main figure of
merits of the novel PQC-DSAs that will be characterized are the latencies for the generation of
public keys from the private keys and erratic public key generation. The RBC search involves
large quantities of public key generation; therefore, excessive latencies will be prohibitive. We will
investigate if HPC/GPU technology can reduce these latencies. The second important figure of
merit is the size of the private keys. Long keys are statistically more sensitive to erratic bits
generated from the PUF responses;

• Optimization of the HPC/GPU. The work presented in this paper is preliminary and will require
a lengthy investigation. Several parameters of the RBC search can be optimized to enhance the
efficiency of HPC and GPU, namely the level of fragmentation, the type of noise injection, the use
of DSA algorithms, and the ways to concurrently assign tasks to processors;

• Enhancing the levels of security of the architecture. We mentioned in Section 5 potential attacks
against the proposed architecture; remedies are needed to mitigate these vulnerabilities. We also
intend to involve third parties to highlight additional potential weaknesses.

In conclusion, the proposed architecture, which uses distributed PUFs and ternary cryptographic
schemes, has the potential to enhance security of the blockchain technology when applied to the logistics
of Smart Manufacturing. The prototype developed is encouraging; however, the implementation will
require significant additional resources and third-party assessment.
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